
THE CODE LISE: new version 3.4 
Compensating dipole 

 

 

1. Dipole «D6» after the Wien Filter 

  The dipole «D6»* is placed on the turning platform in a vertical plane behind the Wien 

Filter. The dipole radius is determined as R  Lm / , where  is the angle of platform turning. An-

gle may be varied from 0 up to 23 degrees. This dipole (denoted as DSMW on the Fig.1) serves for 

the fourth selection on the mass and the charge of nucleus (A/Q). Selection by this dipole as the Fil-

ter Wien is performed in a vertical plane.  

 
Fig.1 

1.1. Angle of platform 

The angle of platform turning is calculated from the optical conditions and as much as possible 

to compensate the filter velocity dispersion to get only A/Q dispersion at the focal point after turn-

ing dipole. The Wien filter optical structure supposes that six focalization conditions must be ful-

filled to have the best matching at the detection location. With addition of the turning dipole D6 

these conditions must be saved. To find the angle of turning it is necessary to solve the following 

equation (given by R.Anne) arising from optical conditions:  
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where DF  is the dispersion [mm/%] from Wien filter calculations, DSF  is the angular dispersion 

[mrad/%], R is the radius of dipole, Lf is the distance (see Fig.1) from the dipole up to the final fo-

cus point (L = a + Lm + Lf =2 meters (default), where Lm = 0.8m and Lf = 0.8m). The solution of 

the equation above supposing negligible contribution of DSF is 

                                                 
*
 This dipole is called «D6» in the code due to its location in the experimental hall «D6» of the LISE spectrometer. 
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1.2. Image shift 

The image shift of nuclei in the final focus plane can be roughly determined in the following way: 

shiftFD = shiftfilter + shiftD6 , [3] 

where  
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Dfilter is the filter dispersion [mm/%] and DD6  is the dipole dispersion [mm/%]. 

Using equation  
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we find that 
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and then 
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Taking into account that the sum  
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is close to 0 (in the case of combined work must be D6 = filter), one can estimate the image shift as 
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or, in other words, only the A/Q selection takes place. 

Some possible combinations are considered in the program : 

 DD6 = 0 (the dipole is absent) 

 Dfilter = 0 (the velocity filter is absent) 

 DD6  0, Dfilter 0, Dfilter  DD6  (it means that the angle of platform turning is not correct) 

  B2  BD6 
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1.3. Image size 

The image size (distribution) defined in the program LISE is a result of convolution of two dis-

tributions PY and PY’ :   

YYY PPP /

*

  , [11] 

where 

1.  PY - The image in the vertical focal plane before the Wien filter multiplied by the vertical 

magnification (y/y) of the filter-dipole system;  

2.  P/Y - contribution of momentum distribution due to dispersion in the final focus plane which 

is possible to determine as 
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where PM is a nucleus momentum distribution before the Wien Filter in Tm, DFD is the total dis-

persion of the filter-dipole system ("fd-system") [mm/%], B2 is the magnetic rigidity of the second 

dipole.  

Repeating all steps like in the previous section it is possible to conclude that the use of the "fd-

system" supposes that P/Y vanishes because as it was mentioned before the sum (equation 9) is 

close to 0 and the value (A/Q) for an isotope relatively itself is equal 0. It means that the final Y-

image will be narrower, thus providing a better resolution than in the simple case of the velocity fil-

ter only. Hence the second distribution is taken as the -function in order to get YY PP *  as a result 

of convolution. 

After this consideration it is possible to compare the «fd-system» with an ordinary velocity filter 

(see Table 1) : application of the «fd-system» provides better results for smaller object size and 

wider momentum distribution. 

Table 1. 

Spectrometer SISSI + 

degrader in LISE 

SISSI + 

degrader in ALPHA 

LISE LISE2000
*
 

Y-object size, mm 0.2 0.2 1.5 1.5 

magnification (Y/Y) 1 15.91 12.18 4.26 3.14 

magnification (Y/Y) 2 0.43 3.44 0.43 0.60 

magnification (Y/Y) Wien 1 1 1 1 

Y-object size final, mm 1.37 8.37 2.76 2.83 

Acceptance, % 0.5 0.5 2.5 5 

Dispersion W, mm/% 3 3 3 3 

Acc*DispW, mm 1.5 1.5 7.5 15 

Y-image final, mm 2.0 8.5 8.0 15.3 

Y-image / Y-object 1.5 1.0 2.9 5.4 

1.4. Separation with the Dipole D6 

The LISE standard configuration was chosen in order to compare different modes of selection. 

                                                 
*
 Under construction, but this spectromer is planning without a possibilty to conjoint with the Wien filter.  
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These experimental settings (beam, target, wedge, slits) are given below. 
Projectile : 40Ar 18+ at 50 MeV/u - Intensity : 1000 enA 

          Target     : Ta Thickness : 100    mg/cm2 (60.241 microns) 

          Wedge      : Al Thickness : 100    mg/cm2 (370.37 microns) 

 

          Settings calculated on 36Ar 18+ 18+ 

          Brho1=1.9467 Tm  Brho2=1.7067 Tm (B1=0.7487 T   B2=0.8521 T) 

          Wien filter : E=3500.0 kV/m   B=417.9618 G   Disp=3.725 mm/%   Magn=1   

                   D6 : B=0.6069 T   Angle=15.87 deg   Disp=3.725 mm/% 

 

        Acceptances : 

          Maximum momentum acceptance : +/- 2.50 % 

          Target  : Theta : +/- 17.45 mrad   Phi : +/- 17.45 mrad 

          Wedge   : Theta : +/- 20.27 mrad   Phi : +/- 6.00 mrad 

        Slits : 

          X,Y Slits before target   (Collimator) mm +/- : 15    15    

          X,Y Slits intermediate (Momentum sel.) mm +/- : 45    20    

                                         % in Brho  +/- : 2.50 

          X,Y Slits first focus(Wedge selection) mm +/- : 10    10    

          Second image slits    (Wien selection) mm +/- : 7     

 

Table 2. 

 

 Mode Selection N° nuclei , pps 
36

Ar rate 36
Ar rate /  

1 First dipole vA/Q 116 2.4e+6 7.0e+4 2.9% 

2 1 + Wedge A
2.5

/Z
1.5

 8 1.1e+5 4.6e+4 41.8% 

3 2 + Wien Filter v 6 7.5e+4 2.8e+4 37.3% 

4 3 + D6-dipole A/Q 3 5.7e+4 4.6e+4 80.7% 

The advantage of using all 4 selections follows apparently from Table 2. In this case the purifica-

tion is 30 times better than after the first selection, but the 
36

Ar rate is lower only in 1.5 times. Fig-

ures 2 and 3 show vertical space distributions in the focal final plane for selections by the velocity 

filter and the «fd-system». The contribution of momentum distribution into the vertical image due 

to existence of non-zero velocity dispersion in the mode only with the velocity filter (Fig.2) makes 

the image wider as compared to the «fd-system» that was already discussed in «§1.3. Image size».  

1.5. The program «LISE» for the new spectrometer VAMOS 

VAMOS
 10)

 is a collaboration to build a large acceptance spectrometer for identifying products of 

reactions induced by the Systeme de Production d'Ions Radioactifs et d'Acceleration en Ligne (SPI-

RAL) facility at the Grand Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL). 

The QQFD-spectrometer  VAMOS has the following main properties and characteristics:  

* A very large geometrical acceptance, of the order of 100 msr, that is equivalent to an angu-

lar acceptance of ±160 mrad ; 

* A nominal dispersion of about 2.5 cm/% at the focal plane ; 

* A momentum acceptance of the order of ± 5% ; 

* A velocity filter function. 

The new version of «LISE» may be useful to perform estimations of transmission, to view dif-

ferent plots of space distributions. The spectrometer VAMOS is developed for the energy region 

from 4 to 20 MeV/A where for example the parameterization of reaction cross-sections does not 

work. Due to this fact the program unfortunately can not be used with all its possibilities. It is nec-

essary to examine the procedures of reaction mechanisms more accurately. The configuration file
*
 

                                                 
*
 The definition of a configuration file as one of the new features of the program can be  found in §Error! Reference 

source not found..  
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allowing to view space distributions in the focal plane of the spectrometer is given below.  

 
Version 3.4 

[general] 

                    File = C:\LISE\config\VAMOS.lcf 

                    Date = 12-05-1999 

                    Time = 13:41:31 

                   Title = VAMOS 

 

[object] 

   X Slits before target = 10         (±)mm       ; hor.slit width before target to collimate a beam 

   Y Slits before target = 10         (±)mm       ; ver.slit width before target to collimate a beam 

    X Slits intermediate = 100        (±)mm       ; hor.slit width at the dispersive focal plane 

    Y Slits intermediate = 10         (±)mm       ; ver.slit width at the dispersive focal plane 

    X Slits  first focus = 10         (±)mm       ; hor.slit width at the first focal point  /after wedge/ 

    Y Slits  first focus = 10         (±)mm       ; ver.slit width at the first focal point  /after wedge/ 

      Slits second focus = 10         (±)mm       ; ver.slit width at the second focal point /after Wien/ 

 

[acceptances] 

Fig.2  

Fig.3  
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 Maximal momentum accept = 5          (±)%        ; upper limit for the setting of the slits 

 Theta target acceptance = 160        (±)mrad     ; angular target horiz.acceptance 

 Theta wedge  acceptance = 200        (±)mrad     ; angular wedge  horiz.acceptance 

   Phi target acceptance = 160        (±)mrad     ; angular target vert.acceptance 

   Phi wedge  acceptance = 200        (±)mrad     ; angular wedge  vert.acceptance 

 

[optics] 

                      BX = 1.5        (±)mm       ; one-half the horisontal beam extent (x) 

                      BT = 3.3        (±)mrad     ; one-half the horisontal beam divergence(x') 

                      BY = 1.5        (±)mm       ; one-half the vertical beam extent (y) 

                      BF = 3.3        (±)mrad     ; one-half the vertical beam divergence (y') 

                      BD = 0.1        (±)%        ; one-half of the momentum spread (dp/p) 

                     Ra1 = 2.6        m           ; Curvature radius of first dipole 

                     Ra2 = 2.003      m           ; Curvature radius of second dipole 

          L target-wedge = 0          m           ; Object - DispFocPlane 

      L wedge-detector#1 = 0          m           ; DispFocPlane-AchrFinalPlane 

                     M1X = 1                      ; X Magnification target -> wedge 

                     D1X = 10         mm/%        ; X dispersion    target -> wedge 

                     M1T = 1                      ; theta magnific. target -> wedge 

                     D1T = 0          mrad/%      ; theta dispers.  target -> wedge 

                     ThX = 0.1        mrad/mm     ; theta/x coef.   target -> wedge 

                     M1Y = 1                      ; Y Magnification target -> wedge 

                     PhY = 0.1        mrad/mm     ; fi/y coef.      target -> wedge 

                     M1P = 1                      ; fi magnificat.  target -> wedge 

                     M2X = 1                      ; X Magnification wedge  -> focal 

                     D2X = -10        mm/%        ; X dispersion    wedge  -> focal 

                     M2T = 1                      ; theta magnific. wedge  -> focal 

                     D2T = -1         mrad/%      ; theta dispers.  wedge  -> focal 

                     T2X = 0.1        mrad/mm     ; theta/x coef.   wedge  -> focal 

                     M2Y = 1                      ; Y Magnification wedge  -> focal 

                     P2Y = 0.1        mrad/mm     ; fi/y coef.      wedge  -> focal 

                     M2P = 1                      ; fi magnificat.  wedge  -> focal 

                   Angle = 0          mrad        ; beam respect to the spectrometer axis 

 

[wien_filter] 

             Wien filter = Enabled                ; Disabled & Enabled  

                     E_F = 2000       kV/m        ; electric field 

                     B_F = 478.861416 G           ; magnetic field 

                     DiC = 1.3856e-4  mm/%        ; dispersion coefficient 

                    LenE = 1          m           ; effective electric length  

                    LenB = 1          m           ; effective magnetic length 

                     Red = 1                      ; Real/Red field 

                     Mag = 1                      ; Magnification 
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